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ONE DOLLAR

CATALOG 1987

DISNEY: TIlE ULTIMATE
IN ANIMATORS TEAMS

UP WITH SIERRA

FLY WITHOUT WINGS
Over the last half decade, Microsoft and Sublogic have sold hundreds of
thousands of flight simulators. At this moment, a whole squadron of PC pilots are
flying across the nation carefully evading spreadsheets and databases. Popular
software products simulate the Piper Club (a small single engine plane), the Pitts
ial (biplane), and even the F-16 fighter Uetplane). It seems that all these
panies think you have to be born (or borne) with wings to fly.
Now's a better form of flight to simulate. It makes no restrictions on
d few restrictions on landings. You can fly sideways, straight up, or
a complete stop in mid-air.
HA,Iir-,n' ,nt''''r Simulator is based on the power and performance of
I "Apache" helicopter. The software comes with a
u on how to fly the craft, what its
~10'...,m"rgency situations as they arise.
nal Airport. Learn navigation in
.. ·.fllnJ,;;nh. in a battle to the death with
!Itt~IP'~iJtt!~!e new age of flight simulation .
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Take, for instance, Larry Weissenborn . Larry started
with Sierra five years ago as a production employee and
is now head of our Quality Assurance (debugging)
Department. Larry is what some people call "detail
oriented." Our programmers call him a nit-picker (but
only when they don't get enough sleep). Regardless of
what you call him, Larry has shown a unique talent for
finding bugs in software products. He established his art
in 1983, when he was able to get Sir Graham to walk
h trees in the original King's Quest. Since that
has helped exorcise
" "blow-ups" and
plain "bugs" from over 50 nrn,rt.-..""., .
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chwinge. At one and
person sits roIIlng dte •

Magic scrolls show you the
countryside.

Travel through Deledain by
day or by night.

and

t hings ftke. " four damage ••
Godfrled."
This Is fantasy roJe.pJaytng. Each
player Is given an alternate personatlty
or "role" to play in a fictitious aiIuation.
The situation may be the saving of an
Imprisoned king or the plUaging of an
ancient tomb. The whole game is
presided over by the " Dungeon
Master" who Invents situations and
calculates the success of the players
through a system of player's manuals.
Probabilities are decided by the roll of
the dice.
In Wrath of Denethenor, the
program takes on the role of the
Dungeon Master and the computer
calculates your probability to succeed
as you play.
As the player, you become a thief
and scoundrel in a fantasy world.
There are many great adventures to be
experienced and an ultimate goal to
achieve. During the..c:ourse of the
game, you may rob banks, pillage
treasures of kings, initiate bar brawls
and engage in sea battles. As you play,
your "character" grows in skill and
knowledge and you'll learn magic
spells to move through locked doors,
turn invisible or stop time. Wrath of
Denethenor offers a universe in your
computer where almost anything is
possible!
Suggested retail price
Apple $24.95
Commodore $19.95

THE SIGNATURE
THAT STANDS FOR QUALITY
When it comes to quality family entertainment, no name stands more proudly than
that of Walt Disney. The man and his successors have over 50 years of experience in
entertainment and over 30 years of making children's education into something fun.
One of the more forward thinking projects Disney has become involved in is personal
computer software. Teaming up with Sierra, Disney has used expertise gained from
over 30 years in the school courseware market to produce a line of educational software
products for the home market.
By putting the emphasis on fun , Walt Disney and Sierra have developed a series of
games that both entertain and teach valuable skills, featuring popular characters kids
have known and loved for decades. Children learn planetary science as they tour the
so lar system with Mickey Mouse and Pluto in Mickey's Space Adventure . They work
with Donald to provide funding and materials for a new playground for Huey, Dewey
and Louie in Donald Duck's Playground . They learn to read maps and reinforce new
reading skills with Winnie the Pooh and friends in Winnie the Pooh in the Hundred
Acre Wood .
Next time you 're looking to give your ch ildren software they will both enjoy and learn
from , look to Disney, the name that has meant quality family entertainment for over 50
years.
Joystick required on Commodore and Apple versions of Donald Duck's Playground .
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Learn about the planets as
you explore the solar system
with Mickey Mouse.

Suggested retai l from $24.95

Learn to make change for a
duck as you help Donald
build a playground.

Young readers will love
being Winnie the Pooh's
hero.
© The Walt Disney Company
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Out8tandlng Softw8re Award
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(Creative Computing)
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Gold MecW for .... Word
Proceaor for the Home
(Software Buyer's Guide)
1_ NomInation for .... lIMr lmerr(Software Publishers Aaaoclallon)

1 _ Nomination ,or .... Productivity
(Software Publishers Aaaoclallon)
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NEW PRODUCTS\

•
•

SPECIAL OFFERS INSIDE\
YEARS OF
OVER SEVEN SOFTWARE
DEDICATED
EXPERTISE\
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